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Observed influence of anthropogenic climate
change on tropical cyclone heavy rainfall
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The impact of climate change on tropical cyclones (TCs) is of great concern in the Western North Pacific (WNP) region.
Observations suggest that there have been recent changes in TC-related heavy rainfall. However, it has not yet been determined whether anthropogenic forcing has any contribution to such changes. Here, we show evidence that the human-induced
warming has considerably changed the frequency of TC-induced heavy rainfall events in the WNP region. Observations since
1961 show that the occurrence of TC-induced heavy rainfall has significantly increased along coastal East Asia, while it has
decreased in the southern part of WNP. On the basis of large ensemble climate simulations, we demonstrate that the observed
changes cannot be explained solely by natural variability. This suggests that anthropogenic impacts have already significantly
altered the TC-induced heavy rainfall pattern in the WNP region.

G

lobally, anthropogenic climate change is expected to affect
the frequency, intensity and locality of extreme weather and
climate events worldwide1. Among the extreme weather
events, tropical cyclones (TCs) have destructive impacts on human
society, especially along coastal regions2. The Western North Pacific
(WNP) region is one of the major TC-affected basins in the world
and TCs cause a substantial number of extreme rainfall events
in the region3. In particular, there are many mega-cities, such as
Hong Kong, Seoul, Shanghai, Shenzhen, Taipei and Tokyo, with
dense populations and highly developed economies along or near
the coasts.
Various mechanisms underlie the TC-induced rainfall changes
caused by climate change. On the basis of the Clausius–Clapeyron
(CC) relation, it is known that the atmosphere can hold more water
vapour in warmer climates, which increases rainfall intensity4. The
rainfall rate associated with TCs is projected to increase under climate warming5,6. Although modelling studies suggest that climate
warming will reduce the total number of TCs in the WNP basin
in the future7–9, the ratio of intense TCs to the total number of TCs
may increase10. Furthermore, projected changes in TC tracks, such
as the poleward shift of the TC track density11,12, will affect human
exposure to TC rainfall.
In the WNP region, observational studies have shown an increase
in TC-related rainfall intensity and intense TC rainfall frequency
in the central coast of Vietnam, southeast China, around Taiwan
and South Korea in recent decades13–18. An increasing trend of the
average TC rainfall rate over the WNP has also been observed19. In
contrast, the accumulated total rainfall along the TC track in the
region has decreased during 1988–200720 and a decreasing trend of
total TC rainfall amount was reported as well in the coastal region
of Vietnam21.
However, despite the observational evidence of the changes in
TC-related rainfall, it has not yet been determined whether anthropogenic forcing has contributed to the observed changes in TC
heavy rainfall22. TC activity and TC-related rainfall are substantially affected by various climate modes such as El Niño/Southern

Oscillation, Pacific Decadal Oscillation and Interdecadal Pacific
Oscillation11,23, which hinder the detection of anthropogenic
impacts from natural variability. Limitations in the lengths of observational records also make it difficult to identify long-term anthropogenic impacts.
Climate simulation with controlled boundary conditions is a
powerful tool to address the anthropogenic impacts. A comparison
between historical simulations (with both natural and anthropogenic forcings) and natural simulations (anthropogenic forcing is
kept at the pre-industrial level) makes it possible to explicitly distinguish the impact of human-induced climate change. Climate
simulations with large ensemble members are now available24–27.
Combining observational records and large ensemble climate modelling can enable the exploration of the anthropogenic impact on
TC heavy rainfall with greater confidence.
In this study, with a large ensemble climate simulation and a
detection technique, we demonstrate that the human impact has
already emerged in the TC heavy rainfall in the WNP region.

Observed changes in TC heavy rainfall

The observed changes in the number of TC heavy rainfall events
between earlier and later periods (1961–1985 and 1986–2015) of
the recent 55 years were obtained for the WNP region (defined as
10° N– 46° N, 105° E–150° E in this study) from APHRODITE, a
gauge-based gridded daily precipitation dataset28 and TC best track
IBTrACS29 (Methods) (Fig. 1a). In this analysis, the heavy daily rainfall is defined as an event that is stronger than the once-in-a-decade
daily rainfall intensity (>99.97th percentile) during the baseline
period (1961–1985). It was found that the TC heavy rainfall events
became significantly more frequent (P < 0.05) along the coastal
regions of East Asia (≥~22° N), which includes highly urbanized areas in southeast China, Japan, South Korea and Taiwan.
Meanwhile, the southern and southwestern part of the WNP
region shows more complex features: TC heavy rainfall events have
decreased in many parts of the region while there are some sporadic increases, such as in Hainan Island, central Vietnam and the
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Fig. 1 | Difference in TC heavy rainfall frequency (times per 10 yr). a, Observed difference from early period (1961–1985) to late period (1986–2015).
Thick dashed line shows the position of 22° N. The spatial pattern is robust to a few years difference in the partition year between early and late period
(Supplementary Fig. 6). b, Difference between ensemble averages of natural and historical runs (historical − natural, 50 ensemble members each) for
1990–2010. Dots in a and hatches in b indicate grid boxes with significant difference (5% significance level with 500 bootstrap resampling for a and two-tail
t-test for b). Grid points excluded from the analysis are coloured in grey. c,d, Relative frequency distribution of TC heavy rainfall frequency for MD (c) and ST
(d) land regions. Blue and red lines are for natural and historical runs, respectively. Vertical dashed lines are the averages of each frequency distribution.

northern part of the Philippines. The large spatial variation of the
changes suggests that the domain-averaged statistics cannot fully
capture the changes in TC activity.
The observed long-term change in TC heavy rainfall can be
attributed to both human-induced factors and natural climate variability. On the basis of only the observations, however, it could not
be determined whether the anthropogenic warming is a key driver
of the changes in TC heavy rainfall.

Climate change impact pattern

To separate anthropogenic impacts from natural variability, this
study used sets of large ensemble climate simulations from the
Dataset for Policy Decision Making for Future Climate Change
(d4PDF)25,26, in which the precipitation bias was corrected using
APHRODITE (Supplementary Figs. 2 and 3). From the d4PDF
ensemble simulation dataset, the difference of TC heavy rainfall
frequency between natural and historical scenarios for the latest
available two decades (1990–2010) was estimated (Fig. 1b). The
threshold was calculated on the basis of the natural run with the
same statistical criteria used for the observations (>99.97th percentile). By design, the difference between the natural and historical
runs can be attributed to the anthropogenic impact and it showed
a geographical pattern similar to the observed change, while the
magnitude of the change was small (Fig. 1a,b). In the historical
run, TC heavy rainfall events were more frequent over the regions
where observational increases were found. The average frequencies
of the TC heavy rainfall events in the middle-latitude (MD) and
subtropical (ST) land areas (≥~22° N) showed a significant increase
from the natural to historical runs (Fig. 1c,d). Central Vietnam
and parts of the Philippines also show increases in TC heavy
rainfall frequency. The southern part of the South China Sea, the
Philippine Sea and the tropical and subtropical central North Pacific

Ocean have less-frequent TC heavy rainfall events in the historical
run (Fig. 1b).
The difference in the TC existence frequency per grid box (TC
counts per grid box per year; Fig. 2a) from the natural to the historical run resembles the difference in the frequency of the TC heavy
rainfall events (Fig. 1b). A poleward shift of the TC existence frequency was evident: decreases in the South China Sea and in the
central to western tropical Pacific Ocean and an increase along
the coast from southeast China to Japan’s Pacific coast were found.
Additionally, the TC location of the lifetime maximum intensity
was found to shift poleward in the historical run (Supplementary
Fig. 7). Changes in large-scale atmospheric conditions, such as
vertical wind shear weakening and anomalous cyclonic low-level
flow in the coastal regions of East Asia (Supplementary Fig. 8) are
favourable for the existence of TCs, which is consistent with the
observed changes30.
In addition to the shifts of the TC tracks, the changes in TC translation speed also affect the probability of their existence at particular
locations and this, in turn, affects the TC-associated precipitation31.
Slower movement of the TC contributes to a higher probability of
existence and a larger amount of precipitation around the TC trajectory. Earlier studies detected changes in the TC translation speed on
the basis of their best tracks31–33, although there are disagreements
regarding the homogeneity of the long-term best track records34–36.
The ensemble simulations showed that the anthropogenic impact
causes a meridional contrast for the changes in the TC translation
speed (Fig. 2b). In the lower latitudes (<30° N) and in the extratropical regions (≥30° N), respectively, a 2%–5% increase and a 5%–15%
decrease in the TC translation speed were found. The TC existence
frequency in a particular grid box is inversely proportional to their
translation speed at the location, as is shown in Fig. 2c. In the region
where TC speed decreases, the slowdown contributes to a 10%–30%
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Fig. 2 | Differences in TC existence frequency and translation speed between natural and historical runs. a, Difference in TC existence frequency
(historical – natural). TC existence frequency is defined as the TC counts per grid box per year. The TC existence at each grid box is checked four times per
day based on six-hourly time step data. b, Difference in TC translation speed (historical – natural). c, Contributions of TC translation speed difference to TC
existence frequency difference (in percentages). All differences are computed for 50 ensemble averages for 1990–2010 and the analyses are performed at
5° × 5° grid boxes. Hatches indicate grid boxes with significant difference (5% significance level with two-tail t-tests).

Fig. 3 | Intense rainfall associated with TC conditioned on central
pressure deficit. a,b, MD (a) and ST (b) regions. The 99th percentile
rainfall intensities are computed for each pressure deficit bin. Data for
1990–2010 from natural and historical experiments are used. Blue and
red colours show natural and historical experiments, respectively. Shades
show the 95% confidence interval of the 99th percentiles obtained from
1,000 bootstrap resampling. Solid lines are the averages of the bootstrap
samples. Black circles show that the 99th percentile rainfall intensity of the
historical run at the central pressure deficit bin is higher than that of the
natural run with a 2.5% significance level.
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increase in the TC existence frequency around the East China Sea
and the main island of Japan. Contrarily, the speedup of the TCs
contributes to suppressing increases in TC counts around the southeast coast of China and Taiwan (Fig. 2c).
In the MD and ST regions, the intense rainfall rate conditioned
on the same TC intensity is higher in the historical runs than in the
natural runs (Fig. 3a,b). An increase in the water-holding capacity
of the atmosphere contributes to heavier rainfall events in a warmer
atmosphere4,37. It is speculated that the increased water-holding
capacity due to the warmer temperature in the historical runs intensifies the rainfall (Supplementary Fig. 9). TCs with greater central
pressure deficits are also found in the historical runs than in the
natural runs (Fig. 3a,b). However, the difference is not as apparent
as that in precipitation intensity. Further modelling study with a
detailed representation of mesoscale dynamics may confirm such
changes in the central pressure deficits.
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applied. Red line is observation. Thin black lines are natural run ensemble members. Upper boundary of the shade shows the upper one-tailed 95%
confidence interval. Lower boundary is also shown for reference. b, Bar chart showing the probability density histogram of the linear slope of the detection
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shading ranges of the observation in a and b show the uncertainty range due to the choice of the best track dataset from four different agencies (Methods:
Tropical cyclone best track data).

Detection of anthropogenic climate change impact

The analyses showed that a spatial pattern similar to the anthropogenic climate change impact (Fig. 1b) was found for the long-term
trend of the observed TC heavy rainfall frequency (Fig. 1a), implying that human-induced warming contributes to the observed spatial pattern of TC heavy rainfall.
To demonstrate that such similarity in the spatial patterns cannot be explained without anthropogenic climate change, fingerprint
analysis was used (Methods: Fingerprint analysis). A detection signal s was obtained from the dot product between the spatial patterns of TC heavy rainfall frequency and the anthropogenic impact
pattern defined as the difference between natural and historical
runs. The detection signal expresses the extent to which the anthropogenic impact pattern is embedded within the TC heavy rainfall
patterns, which evolves over time.
The detection signal was estimated for both the observation (sobs)
and d4PDF natural runs (snat) (Fig. 4a). The observation showed
an increasing trend of the detection signal sobs, especially after the
mid-1970s, while the natural runs did not show an evident increase
in the signal snat. The observed detection signal sobs departs from the
confidence interval of snat around the early-2000s. The linear trend
of sobs during 1961–2010 was significantly larger than that of snat
(Fig. 4b; one-tail P < 0.01; Methods: Fingerprint analysis). This
implies that the observed spatial pattern of the change in TC heavy
rainfall during 1961–2010 cannot be explained solely by natural
variability, which indicates that anthropogenic impacts are detected
from the observation records.

Discussion

Observation records showed that the frequency of TC-associated
heavy rainfall has significantly increased along the East Asian
coastal region and its vicinity from the mid-twentieth century to
the present. Contrarily, TC heavy rainfall events have become less
frequent in the southern part of the WNP region (<~22° N) except
a few land regions (Hainan Island, central Vietnam and northern
part of the Philippines). According to a set of large ensemble climate simulations, a similar spatial pattern of the changes is expected
from human-induced global warming. The fingerprint analysis
confirmed that such similarity is not expected solely from natural
variability, indicating that the human-induced warming has contributed to the shaping of the observed pattern.

This study used a set of climate simulations by a single atmospheric general circulation model (AGCM) with a prescribed sea
surface temperature (SST) and the impact of lacking air–sea interaction may affect the reproducibility of TCs in the present climate38. Multimodel coupled simulations such as Coupled Model
Intercomparison Project39 may be useful for further exploration.
However, it is unlikely to affect our results considerably because
the TC frequencies, TC rainfall and the variability of the detection
signals from the simulations corresponded well enough with the
observations (Supplementary Figs. 1, 2, 4 and 10).
In East Asian countries, TCs are critical weather systems that
cause natural disasters. We showed evidence that anthropogenic climate change has already altered the TC heavy rainfall substantially
in the region. Such a tendency is likely to continue in the future
warmer climate7,8,10,11. The findings of this study can act as a reference for more comprehensive and in-depth understanding of the
anthropogenic impact on extreme weather and human society.
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d4PDF ensemble simulation dataset. The d4PDF25,26 is a large ensemble climate
simulation dataset. It is an AMIP-type simulation with prescribed SST, sea ice
concentration and sea ice thickness. Global mean concentrations of GHGs and
three-dimensional distributions of ozone and aerosols are used as external forcing.
We used the outputs from the historical (HPB) and natural (NAT) scenario
ensemble simulations for 1961–2010 produced by MRI-AGCM3.2H40 with TL319
(~60 km) horizontal grid resolution.
The historical experiment uses observed monthly mean SST and sea ice
concentrations and climatological monthly sea ice thickness. Global mean
concentrations of greenhouse gases (CO2, CH4, N2O and CFCs) are set to observed
annual mean values and model-simulated ozone and aerosols are used. The natural
experiment uses the same boundary conditions as the historical experiment but the
long-term trend is removed and the greenhouse gases, ozone and aerosol are set to
pre-industrial levels. By using different initial conditions and small perturbations
of SST, a total of 100 ensemble members are available for each of the natural and
historical experiments. In this study, the precipitation bias was corrected using
observational data (APHRODITE) (Supplementary Figs. 2 and 3). The first 50
pairs of ensemble members from the historical and natural experiments were used
to determine the climate change impact pattern (section on Fingerprint analysis)
and to validate the simulated TCs. The remaining 50 ensemble members from the
natural experiment were used to estimate the natural variability in the fingerprint
analysis. See refs. 25,26 for details of the d4PDF experimental settings.
Observed precipitation data. The APHRODITE Monsoon Asia V1101 (and its
extension V1101EX_R1) precipitation dataset28 for 1961–2015 was used as the
observed precipitation data.
APHRODITE provides a gauge-based gridded daily precipitation record at
0.25° and 0.5° horizontal resolutions for monsoon Asia. We re-gridded the 0.5°
resolution dataset to the d4PDF grid (~60 km). Although the APHRODITE dataset
has been available since 1951, we focused on the period after 1961 considering
the balance between the record length and the number of rain gauges used for
the dataset. The grid boxes that had at least one gauge station during >90% of
the days from 1961–2010, and their adjacent grid boxes, were used in the analysis
(Supplementary Fig. 5).
Tropical cyclone best track data. The International Best Track Archive for
Climate Stewardship (IBTrACS)29 v.4 was used as the TC observation data for
1961–2015. IBTrACS is a TC best track dataset containing a global record of
TCs. It is created by combining information from multiple agencies worldwide. It
provides the location and time of historical TCs with associated variables such as
central pressure and wind speed as well as storm type. In this study, storms with
an assigned type of ‘Tropical’ (labelled as ‘TS’ in the ‘NATURE’ column of the
original dataset) were considered to be TCs. Note that it includes all classifications
of tropical cyclones as well as tropical depressions.
There are four major agencies providing TC best track information to IBTrACS
in the target region: the Joint Typhoon Warning Center, the Regional Specialized
Meteorological Center at Tokyo, the China Meteorological Administration and the
Hong Kong Observatory. IBTrACS combines the information from these agencies
and provides the final best track product. In addition to this final combined
product, the best track information from the individual four agencies are also
considered in the fingerprint analysis to consider the uncertainty due to the data
source (Fig. 4). It is confirmed from the uncertainty range that the result of the
fingerprint analysis is robust to the choice of the best track dataset.
Objective detection of tropical cyclones. TCs were objectively detected from the
d4PDF data at a 6-hourly time step. We applied the objective detection method
of Utsumi et al.41 with some modifications. The parameters were determined
so that the spatial and seasonal distribution of the TC frequencies detected
from the d4PDF historical runs for 1980–2010 best agree with the observations
(Supplementary Fig. 1). The TC centres are detected by the following steps.
(1)

(2)

(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

The location of the local minimum of sea level pressure is identified. If the
surface pressure deficit (adjacent eight-grid average minus the centre value) is
≥0.5 hPa and the 850 hPa relative vorticity is ≥3 × 10−5 s−1 at the grid point, it
is considered as a candidate for the cyclone centre.
The cyclone centre is advected by the 500 hPa wind represented by a 7-d running mean (centred on the present time step), with a wind speed multiplied by
0.5. If a cyclone centre at the next time step is found to be within 500 km of the
advected point, it becomes the next position of the previous cyclone centre.
The cyclone centre is tracked and the duration is calculated. Only cyclone
centres with a lifetime ≥36 h are considered in this study.
Additionally, the genesis location of the cyclone should be over the ocean and
the monthly SST at the genesis location/time should exceed 27 °C.
The following two conditions are examined for each time step of the tracked
cyclone centre. If both conditions are satisfied, the cyclone at the time step is
considered a TC.
The average of 300, 500 and 850 hPa temperatures at the cyclone centre
should be equal to or greater than that of the adjacent eight-grid average.
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(7)

The maximum 850 hPa wind speed near the cyclone (4° × 4° box centred at
the cyclone centre) should be ≥12 m s−1.

Daily rainfall at a grid point is associated with the TC, if the grid point is within
500 km from the TC centre at any time step of the day. Although significant rainfall
may be observed outside the 500 km range from the TC centre, this study used the
commonly accepted 500 km threshold42,43 as a conservative choice to ensure greater
confidence that the analysed rainfall is caused by TCs.
Fingerprint analysis. Earlier studies proposed an optimal fingerprint analysis44–46,
a process that attempts to optimize the signal-to-noise ratio by rotating the
climate change fingerprint pattern away from the high-noise direction. However,
the optimization does not always lead to higher detection sensitivity23 and we
used a non-optimized version of the fingerprint analysis technique to simplify
the analysis. This technique identifies the strength of the climate change signal
embedded in the observed or modelled spatial patterns. The signal strength or
detection signal s was estimated as follows:
s (t) = TRF(t) · f

where t is time (year), the bold font denotes a vector in n-dimensional space, n
is the total number of analysed grid points in the target domain (WNP region;
10° N–46° N, 105° E–150° E), TRF is the TC heavy rainfall frequency over one
year and f is a ‘fingerprint’, which represents the pattern of climate change impact.
The dot represents the dot-product operation. The fingerprint f in this study is
estimated as follows:
f = f′/|f′|

where f′ is the difference in the TC heavy rainfall frequency between the ensemble
averages of natural and historical runs for 1990–2010 (Fig. 1b). Sets of 50 ensemble
members from natural and historical runs were used for f′. s(t) and TRF(t) were
calculated for the observation as well as d4PDF natural runs. For s(t) and TRF (t)
of the d4PDF natural run, another set of 50 ensemble members from those used
for the calculation of f was used. An increase in s(t) indicates an increase in the
anthropogenic climate change impact signal. Linear slopes of s(t) during 1961–
2010 were compared between the observation and natural runs. If the observation
slope is significantly larger than that of natural runs, the anthropogenic climate
change signal is detected. A Gaussian distribution was fitted to the 50 ensemble
slopes and a one-tailed test with a 5% significance level was applied following
previous research23. The null hypothesis is that there is no difference in the slopes
between the observation ( sobs (t)) and natural runs ( snat (t)) and the observed
increase in the detection signal is only due to natural climate variability.

Data availability

All datasets used in this study are publicly available: d4PDF climate simulation
dataset is available at http://search.diasjp.net/en/dataset/d4PDF_GCM; IBTrACS
best track dataset is available at https://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/ibtracs/; APHRODITE
precipitation dataset is available at http://aphrodite.st.hirosaki-u.ac.jp/.

Code availability

The code used for the TC detection in this study is available at a GitHub repository:
https://github.com/nbykutsumi/wsd_d4pdf_ncc. More information about the code
can be obtained from the corresponding author upon request.
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